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It is with heartfelt pleasure that together with H. E. Mr. Gianni Ghisi, Permanent Representative of Italy to
the United Nations Organizations in Rome, we inaugurate this exhibition at FAO on the theme of the
ecological restoration of Chinese landscapes and territory achieved by the maestro Zhu Renmin, Professor
of Landscape at the Zhejiang University in Hangzhou, China.
China is a great country experiencing a rapid industrial, economic and social evolution: a remarkable
development, which at times has inevitably been to the detriment of the environment.
This is why the Chinese Government has been focusing strongly on environmental issues and their solutions.
If development has been a priority, nowadays, in China as in all major industrialized countries, the priority is
the environmental emergency.
Zhu Renmin’s exhibition is warmly welcomed precisely for his commitment to restoring landscapes devastated
by human activity and to recovering historical actualities that form our Country’s heritage. 

H. E. Mr. XIA JINGYUAN
Permanent Representative of China to the UN Agencies 

for Food and Agriculture
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The symbols and signs of China’s millenary culture in the works of Zhu Renmin convey a universal message
about humanity’s future: we have reached a critical point, the population growth is rapidly increasing,
resources are limited, one out of eight persons suffers from hunger or malnutrition. The challenges are
daunting, yet humanity can still be saved: we must all engage in living sustainably together with our planet.
In words and not signs, on paper and the net and not on canvas, it is the same message of the “Zero Hunger
Challenge” launched by Ban Ki-moon at Rio+20, which inspires the actions of the United Nations in defining
the New Development Agenda. Italy hosts the global hub “Food Security, Nutrition and Sustainable
Agriculture” and has always been at the forefront in international cooperation for food security. As Prime
Minister Letta stressed at the General Assembly of the United Nations, the major challenge now is establishing
“a sustainable relation between consumption and production”. A new significant chapter in Italy’s
commitment is EXPO 2015 dedicated precisely to this challenge: “Feeding the Planet-Energy for Life”. The
FAO is the leading representative of the United Nations at Milan’s important platform and is a privileged
partner for Italy.
For all these reasons, the exhibition of Zhu Renmin, now, in Italy’s capital and at FAO Headquarters, is an
ideal event. I would also wish to welcome home to Italy, birthplace of Humanism, Maestro Zhu Renmin, new
humanist and exponent of a millenary civilization.

H. E. Mr. GIANNI GHISI
Permanent Representative of Italy to the United Nations Organizations in Rome
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我僅代表中国中央美术学院和繪畫界的朋友對本次藝術展表示热烈的祝贺和
崇高的敬意，朱仁民是一個現實教育機制中很難出現的一種人才，他在藝術和社
會責任中所迸發出來的想象力、創造力、執行力都是非常難得的一種人才，是這
個時代極需的藝術人才。朱仁民的畫畫得很好，很有才氣。出手很快，很大膽、
很奔放、很自由，很隨意潇灑，并將這些藝術創造應用在生態改造的大地藝術上
，取得了較大的成功，這在朱仁民的建築設計、園林設計及其他方面的各種設計
中都有這個特點。

潘公凱 中央美術學院院長

On behalf of the China Central Academy of Fine Arts, I wish to commend this exhibition. Zhu Renmin is a
rare genius: his imagination, creativity and flair, coupled with his unflagging social activeness, are outstanding.
In this day and age, we wish there were more artists with his qualities. His bold, simple, yet elegant artistic
creations, including his architectural designs and landscapes, have become the blueprints for highly successful
ecological landscape restorations. 

PAN GONGKAI
President of the China Central Academy of Fine Arts

我被朱仁民的藝術所深深感動，他使我知道藝術是怎樣和這個國家，和這個民族，和這個人
民聯繫在一起的。他展示給我們的不僅僅是藝術作品，而是大地上創造的那種精神。對這次
藝術展我表示熱烈的祝賀和敬意。

胡惠林

國家文化產業創新與發展研究基地

I was deeply moved by Zhu Renmin’s art. He has made me understand how art, this country, this nation and its
people are connected to each other. I deeply admire his creations: they are the expression of a spiritual Earth-
Awareness. My warm congratulations and respects to this art exhibition.

HU HUILIN

National Cultural Industry Innovation 
and Development Research Base
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The Spiritual Ecology of Zhu Renmin 

The most striking aspect of the maestro Zhu Renmin is his exceptional flair in the most diverse artistic talents:
a veritable Renaissance man.  
He greets me in his marvelous premises at the Zhejiang University in Hangzhou and his multifaceted pursuits
as a painter, sculptor, architect, ecologist, teacher and ecological restorer put me in mind of a latter-day
Leonardo da Vinci at the service of his country to rescue the cultural and environmental heritage endangered
by the dizzying industrial and economic progress.     
He is a mature man, yet appears youthful, as a person striving to achieve his dreams is bound to be. He is
surrounded by an aura of spirituality that, while he recounts the story, makes me understand his astonishing
recovery from a paralysis consequent to a fall from the scaffolding where he was working at the age of thirty. 
In such a stimulating context, in such an awe-inspiring city, the city of the West Lake, treasured by Marco
Polo, archetype of landscape exquisiteness, I immediately thought about inviting the maestro Zhu Renmin to
Rome to present his work on Nature restoration.
The headquarters of FAO, acknowledged hub of respect for Nature and its fruits, in the magnificent setting
of ancient Rome, was the natural choice for the exhibition.  
The generous support of Ambassador Ghisi and Ambassador Xia has made this initiative possible. Moreover,
the exhibition’s inauguration coincides with the 40th anniversary of China’s membership in the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.

ALBERTO MICHELINI
President of Fabula in Art Association 
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ZHU RENMIN
Art at the Service of Mankind and the Environment 

Zhu Renmin is an artist, a teacher, an ecologist, a sustainable architect, a designer and an ecology restorer,
but, above all, he is a man who firmly believes that art offers the opportunity to intervene on nature and
establish a new relationship between mankind and the planet.

His vision, born thirty years ago, is called “Human Ecological Restoration System” and draws inspiration from
a grand historical period: the Renaissance. The maestro Zhu has assimilated the fundamental principles of
the Renaissance and has put them into effect in China, a country that after centuries of splendor endured a
long-running crisis during which its cultural heritage and environment were literally devastated. As a human
being and an artist, Zhu Renmin chose to put his work and experience – he has mastered literature, painting,
sculpture and calligraphy - at the service of his country to help the younger generation, the new generation
of artists and, most importantly, the environment.

Quoting the artist himself, “Nowadays all of humanity’s sorrows stem from damage to three kinds of ecology:
spiritual, natural and cultural. We must care and protect them as we cherish our own lives if we still want to
live on this planet.” 

For the maestro Zhu, in fact, the purpose of art is to intervene on the environment and ameliorate it,
endeavoring to reestablish the balance between mankind and nature: a balance that has been disregarded
and overturned by the relentless march of progress.    

In the 1980s Zhu Renmin began working single-handedly towards fulfilling his vision by purchasing the
island of Putuo Lotus to rescue it from the local housing development system that planned to bulldoze the
site and erect new buildings; a policy that by now has led to the disappearance of hundreds of islands in
China. The artist worked fifteen years on the island, turning it into the embodiment of his vision of ecology.
This formidable landscape restoration was soon followed by several more ecological restorations: a desert
area east of the Yellow River, which after six years had been transformed into the best national wetland park,
the Lake Mingcui National Wetland Park; a section of China’s Grand Canal along the river Shengli in
downtown Yangzhou, which from being an open-air sewer was turned into a celebrated landmark; Mount
Putuo, where the diggings of a quarry became the groundwork for an entire village; stretches of landscape
along highways with the reintroduction of local vegetation.
All these achievements stem from an idea, often a nighttime dream, that Zhu Renmin sketches in ink on rice
paper and then endeavors to make them come true in actual landscapes. This mission, at first an unassisted
commitment, can now rely on the support of local administrations, which, thanks to Zhu Renmin’s projects,
invest in new job opportunities and in the restoration of China’s landscapes. 
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Art Saves Ecology is a project designed to introduce the Italian audience to the multifaceted accomplishments
of Zhu Renmin through his several artistic talents. All projects and paintings on display stem from the artist’s
philosophy: a hands-on ecology through art and artistic interventions to save the planet. 
The process occurs in three distinct, yet linked phases: meditating on and developing the projects (spiritual
ecology), completing the projects in the environment (natural ecology) and spreading this philosophy of life
to the younger generation and to artists in particular (cultural ecology).
Thus, the nineteen ink paintings on rice paper realized expressly for the exhibition represent the more intimate
aspect of Zhu Renmin’s research: the spiritual and creative phase of his art. The works, with clear references
to China’s artistic heritage in terms of technique and medium, as well as the inclusion of traditional characters,
are the true expression of the artist’s personal research. Everything begins with an idea, the idea is promptly
and accurately transferred on paper, then the idea becomes a project to be carried out in the environment. 

In terms of theme, the nineteen works may be grouped into two large sets: reflections and emotions arising
from nature and mankind’s relationship with nature and its elements. Thinking at the water’s edge, for
example, depicts a man sitting on a riverbank, lost in deep meditation. The landscape’s elements, as well as
the protagonist’s figure, are rendered in flowing and terse strokes of black ink that emerges as the
predominant color. In this as in other cases, the work of art is not only image, but also text: philosophical
thoughts linked to ecology and to reflections arising from meditations in natural surroundings.
In The incantation for you to seek wisdom, a child, seen from behind while playing a flute on the back of an
ox, is portrayed in a blossoming landscape. In ancient China, agriculture was the most important sector of
social economy and oxen were crucial to agricultural cultivation.
Tilling the land with an ox instead of a plough means establishing a relation with the land through tradition,
using what nature has to offer. In Chinese culture, the ox stands for steadfastness and determination. Thus,
the artist highlights that, in order to seek nature’s wisdom, children must be steadfast and determined like
the ox without renouncing their characteristic playful spirit, which in the painting is represented by the flute.
This work, too, includes a Zen philosophy text about the wisdom of children and youngsters. 
In It is a bumper harvest year, youngsters in light garments are busy harvesting corn, which they gather in
wicker baskets. No machinery interferes in their relationship with the plants and fruits of the earth. And again
in Fishing port, the boats moored to the piers are small vessels for one or two fishermen at the most, evoking
the ancient fishery vocation of many parts of China. Mankind, sea and land are represented with simplicity
to recall the history of a great country with strong bonds to its territory.

Just like a Renaissance master, Zhu Renmin has put his art at the service of modernity. Drawing inspiration
from great personalities of the past, he has sought to discover the primary need of present-day society and
found it was a greater consideration for the environment and ecology. This is his mission and his entire
existence is dedicated to achieving this goal.

GIORGIA SIMONCELLI
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‘HUMAN ECOLOGY RESTORATION’
Saving the Environment and Humanity through Art

Professor Zhu Renmin
Director of the Academy of Artistic and Environmental Research Zhejiang University

“Nowadays all of humanity’s sorrows stem from damage to three kinds of ecology: spiritual, natural and
cultural. We must care and protect them as we cherish our own lives if we still want to live on this planet.”

In an age in which the world’s environment is becoming worse and worse, the project ‘Human Ecology
Restoration’, implemented in ten typical Chinese landscapes, represents an innovative concept to save the
environment and humanity through art. Having already successfully completed three cases of ecological
restoration that required massive funding, I have launched these new projects that confirm its feasibility.
In 2008 on completing the fundamental case studies on ‘Human Ecology Restoration’, thanks to important
state and regional contributions the relevant artwork was exhibited at the “Zhu Renmin Art Museum” at
the Shanghai World Expo, the “Zhu Renmin Art Museum” at Zhejiang University and other open venues,
drawing both national and international attention. 

Chinese island ecological landscape restoration – Putuo Lotus Island
China has 6536 islands with an area above 500 square meters: a total of 72800 square kilometers with an
overall coastline of 14217.8 kilometers. Of these, 450 are inhabited while most are large, unpopulated and
waterless. Only three of China’s islands have an area above 1000 square kilometers: Taiwan, Hainan Island
and Chongming Island. 
According to the survey of the Chinese government, economic development has caused more than seven
hundred islands to vanish due to various reasons, such as quarrying, merges or land reclamation, triggering
damage to the marine environment as well as natural and cultural problems. Thanks to the government’s
support, I was able to implement the concept of saving the environment through art with the project “Human
Ecology Restoration“. I purchased Lotus Island, which had almost disappeared because of land reclamation,
thus becoming China’s first private owner of an island. 
After fifteen years of painstaking planning, design and construction involving huge costs, the project was
completed and I invited everyone to come visit the island, which is now permanently open to public. Lotus
Island became the embodiment of my conception of spiritual, natural and cultural ecology. 

Lotus Island is located in the East China Sea. Because of
extensive exploitation, the island’s natural scenery and out-
line were disappearing 

Chinese desert ecological landscape restoration – Yinchuan Lake Mingcui National Wetland Park
According to data published by the government in 1998, China is among the countries undergoing severe
desertification: 2622 million square kilometers, 27.4% of the country’s area, have become desert zones and
the current rate shows an annual increase of 3000 square kilometers. Desertification is mainly caused by
wind erosion over an area of 1607 million square kilometers. This serious problem is affecting nearly 400
million people. Direct economic losses caused by desertification in China total about 54.1 billion yuan. The
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Chinese government is actively seeking solutions for this worldwide concern and has successfully mobilized
national and local governances in a drive to restore forests and grasslands. 
In 1999, I started work on a desert area west of the Yellow River basin and was able to reclaim 13,000
acres. In the area there was only one old willow tree still standing, but I firmly believed there were ways to
restore everything. Aafter six years the area had been successfully transformed into a national wetland park.
In 2011, Lake Mingcui National Wetland Park ranked first amongst China’s nearly 700 national wetland
parks and was also awarded the title of “best Chinese wetland in ecological protection” by the Wetlands In-
ternational Organization.

China’s Grand Canal ecological landscape restoration – Gushui street, Shengli River, Hangzhou 
Dating back 2500 years, the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal is one of the world’s most ancient, longest and
largest canals. The canal runs north to south along 1794 km from Beijing to Hangzhou, crossing four
provinces, two cities, and five rivers and parts of it are still navigable. 
Due to terrain and climate differences, the canal’s streamflow varies from section to section. In the 20th cen-
tury, with the development of railway and highway transportation, goods were increasingly shipped via land.
As water sources decreased, the canal fell into disrepair and only a small number of vessels transported
goods along the canal up to the early 1950s. Several sections of the canal became an open-air waste dump.
Most of the landscaping, architecture and culture on both sides of the canal were blighted by urban devel-
opments. The chinese government mobilized the provinces to examine every environmental aspect.  
In 2008, I created a scroll painting of the Grand Canal titled “Hushu River draft”. Using this as a blueprint,
I recreated that same prospect with all its buildings, bridges, landscaping and sculptures on Gushui street in
downtown Hangzhou along the fouled Shengli River.  By turning my scroll painting vision into an architectural
landscape reality, the once notorious area became a renowned landmark and one of China’s most celebrated
gourmet districts. The project cleaned up the river area, created new jobs and helped boost tourism, catering
and real estate enterprises.

Yinchuan desert zone before restoration Six years later, the area is now China’s only national wet-
land park in a desert zone – Lake Mingcui. The area is now
home to millions of waterfowl

The notorious Shengli River, an open-air waste dump along
the Grand Canal before restoration

Current view of the Shengli River 
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Chinese bare cliff ecological landscape restoration – Mount Putuo pier bare cliff restoration art
With the rapid development of China’s urbanization, open mining and quarrying earthworks have become
a major environmental hazard in almost every mountain area. Restoring the natural landscape ravaged by
human activity has become a nationwide concern. In line with the principles of ecological landscape restora-
tion, elements of historical local architecture were used to restore and protect the bare cliffs. The final archi-
tectural, landscaping and artistic outcome is both visually and economically rewarding. 

China highway ecological landscape restoration
From the early 1980s to the end of 2000, highway construction in China experienced a major growth and
expansion. Expressways play an important role in China’s transportation system.
Because of the higher standards of technological improvements, highway construction further devastated
the natural human landscape and environment. The direct consequence was severe damage to the natural
environment and an even greater legacy of ecological imbalance. At the same time, highways in flat and
hilly areas running through farmland, rivers, villages and towns bisected the natural landscape, while the
roads did not blend in with the surroundings: an eyesore and a threat to safe driving.   
Due to topsoil loss, natural vegetation restoration is difficult. The bare slopes increase surface runoff, thus
water does not percolate through the soil to the aquifer. Surface runoff will also erode the slopes, thus dis-
rupting the environment’s balance. 
Over the past decade, my team has worked year round in deep valleys and forest wilderness to protect and
restore damaged landscapes through art.
The 2008 “Highway slopes protection” conference hosted by Shen Yungang, member of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences, nominated our team the national and international leader in the field of environmental restoration
and artistic treatment of highways and cross-sea bridges.

The highway landscape of a mountain area after 
restoration

Mount Putuo before and after Zhu Renmin’s restoration
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悟道诗  Thinking about the truth in verse, 2013, 97x73 cm, ink painting on rice paper
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大写山水间  Great painting in nature, 2013, 156x99 cm, ink painting on rice paper
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凤女弹摇瑟  A girl playing the pipa, 2013, 68x81,5 cm, ink painting on rice paper
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求智慧咒  The incantation for wisdom, 2013, 68x65,5, ink painting on rice paper
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日月出其间  The place where sun and moon rise, 2013, 59,5x57 cm, ink painting on rice paper 
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悟道偈  Thinking about the truth in words, 2013, 105x52 cm, ink painting on rice paper
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感遇  Meeting, 2013, 131x161 cm, ink painting on rice paper
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临水感悟  Thinking at the water’s edge, 2013,
96,5x70 cm, ink painting on rice paper

金秋  The golden autumn, 2013, 82x27 cm, 
ink painting on rice paper
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又是一个丰收年  It is a bumper harvest year, 2013, 63x82 cm, ink painting on rice paper

裸崖手稿  Naked cliff manuscript, 2013, 58x97 cm, ink painting on rice paper
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拓荒  Exploring barren hills, 2013, 64x49 cm, ink painting on rice paper
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渔港  Fishing port, 2013, 70x48 cm, ink painting on rice paper
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休渔季  Fishing ban season, 2013, 57x38 cm, ink painting on rice paper
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十五夜泊  At anchor under a full moon, 2013, 103,5x52 cm, ink painting on rice paper
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秋海  Autumn sea, 2013, 104,5x51 cm, ink painting on rice paper
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抛钩  Casting a line, 2013, 90x50 cm, ink painting on rice paper
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晨曦  The early morning,2013, 31x90 cm, ink painting on rice paper

三月三海滩  Third of March on the beach, 2013, 83,5x90 cm, ink painting on rice paper
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Projects
From Performance Art

to Human Ecology Restoration
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In 1978, during the campaign “In agriculture, learn from
Dazhai “ launched by Mao Zedong, the Artist rented a
swimming pool for his largest traditional Chinese painting
Dadao, Sea-Sky Part. At the time, China was not so open to
new forms of art and performance art was at an early stage
even in Europe. The Artist broke away from western
performance art and created his own ink wash performance
art on a remote island. In the course of several years,
through the ink wash technique he sought new ways to
portray the sea, a subject seldom seen in Chinese art.    
The making of the vast ink wash work was fully
documented by the Zhejiang TV station to create the feature
film The Soul of the Sea.

Zhu Renmin drawing in the swimming pool

Dadao sea-sky part: details
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Zhu Renmin in his studio

Zhejiang TV station documenting the process of drawing 
Dadao sea-sky part

Part of the ink wash performance Dadao sea-sky part
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After studying Zen art extensively, the Artist created numerous Zen works in different
materials, such as bronze, glass and granite. The five hundred Arhat statues in bronze
and granite on Lotus Island form the main part of his sculpting oeuvre. In his
contemporary vision of Zen art, he portrays the wisdom, tolerance, cheerfulness and
compassion of common people. 
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Causeway of granite Arhat statues
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This portrait in bronze of the Japanese monk Huie shows him holding the image of
Avalokitesvara (Guanyin) while chanting respectfully facing Mount Putuo. His features
convey his resolve and vicissitudes. The statue is characterized by the bold handling of
bronze, turning the strict Zen canons into a contemporary work of art. The Artist in person
dedicated the square and statue to the Japanese monk. 

Huie bronze statue
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Zhu Renmin making the Arhat statues on Lotus Island Zhu Renmin working on the model of a bronze Arhat

Zhu Renmin in front of his bronze Arhat statues
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These reproductions of the Terracotta Warriors were
created using the discarded paper of sketches and
calligraphy drafts and scraps from the statuary workshop.
The Artist has thus put into practice the concept of
environmental protection. The statues combine traditional
Chinese calligraphy with painting and blend traditional
Chinese elements with international ones.
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The Artist is also interested in carrying on the heritage of traditional Chinese craftsmanship. He has
designed several ceramic teapots that are at once contemporary, elegant and creative.

Zhu Renmin modeling a teapot

Zhu Renmin’s teapots
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Capturing the bustling activity along the Grand Canal during the Qianlong period of
the Qing Dynasty, this painting of a historic Chinese landscape in the traditional style
of Chinese ink painting became the blueprint for the restoration project of the Shengli
River at the intersection of three canals. 

THE LIVELY CIRCLE BUILDING
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All of the Artist’s Ecological restoration projects are based on his traditional Chinese ink wash
paintings, which he has turned into actual blueprints to restore the landscape. In turn, these
projects have helped boost local economy and create new job opportunities. 

Zhu Renmin working on the ink wash painting 
The lively circle building

The realization of The lively circle building
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Shengli River after restorations designed by Zhu Renmin

THE YIN HUSHU RIVER OF GRAND CANAL
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In view of the nomination of the Grand Canal for inclusion in UNESCO’s World Heritage List, the Artist first carried out
an extensive in-depth research on the ancient Grand Canal. He then executed the long ink wash scroll from beginning
to end without interruption. In a bustling, lively scene with throngs of people, a profusion of boats and all types of
constructions, the scroll captures the everyday life along the southern part of the canal during the Qianlong period of
the Qing Dynasty. 
This long scroll painting has been hailed as the sister painting of the celebrated 11th century Song Dynasty scroll, Along
the River During the Quigming Festival.
The scroll became the blueprint for the landscape restoration along the Shengli River section of the Grand Canal. The
restored area has become a highly popular tourist attraction and one of the ten most renowned gourmet districts in
China, thus boosting local economy. 

Shengli River after restorations designed by Zhu Renmin Zhu Renmin working on The Yin Hushu River of Grand Canal
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THOUSAND MILES OF BODIES OF THE STARVED
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In early 2002, the Artist was selected to create the main painting work
for a CCTV production. He painted the ink wash work uninterruptedly
from beginning to end without any preliminary drafts. The painting has
set the standard for figure painting in the calligraphy style. 

Part of Thousand Miles of Bodies of the Starved Zhu Renmin working on the Thousand
Miles of Bodies of the Starved
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SPA — ROMA

Finito di stampare nel mese di dicembre 2013
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